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Manzanita - Mohave and Coronado Residence Halls
A case study: Analyzing energy use, cost efficiency, and overall sustainability, and dictating what causes these results.
Methods:

Introduction:

In this case study, 2 dormitories on the University of Arizona campus were analyzed and considered on the basis of the following three criteria:

Each dormitory was considered from an energy use, and cost standpoint. Additionally, structural materials, construction methods and
social habits were investigated to yield results from the introductory

1. To understand how two “pre - LEED” dormitories differ and compare with one another from an energy, cost, and environmental point of view.
2. To understand why two “pre - LEED” dormitories differ andc compare with one another from an energy, cost, and environmental point of view.
3. To understand the social habits of residents to attribute the dorms energy use to the dorms residents habits, or to the construction methods used in creating the dorms themselves.

Energy Use

Construction Methods

Cost Analysis

The four figures to the left indicate the energy
use and cost in both residence halls in the
year 2014. The central message is that electricity (orange) has the most expensive unit
cost out of any of the 3 energy types. Refrigeration (blue) is used much more, but the majority of the energy bill comes from the electrcity use. Furthermore, the structurally supportive double-red brick, and foundationally
necessary concete came from local sources,
making costs even lower. However, during
the renovation of Coronado, upgraded energy
devices were implemented, such as dual flush
toilets, as well as kinetic and thermal occupancy sensors, which roughly increased costs
$225,000 - $370,000 in Coronado.

Seen below, are two very telling graphs of water use in both Manzanita - Mohave, and
Coronado Dormitories. Although the years of 2011
- 2013 are quite
skewed and
unreliable, years
2010 and 2014
The overall electrical usage for Manzi - Mo remains
are ideal for
constant over the 5 year period, while Coronado’s is inanalyzing water
The materials of each building were roughly
consistent. Coronado’s 2 year renovation period could
consumption per
similar, and are listed in the tables below.
not stop a rise in electrical use; even with the implemenbed in these dormitories. The 2010 data shows Coronado’s water use nearly triple that of
Coronado Hall
Manzi - Mo Hall
tation of kinetic and thermal sensors within rooms
Steel Frame skeleton Poured Concrete
Manzi - Mo’s. This could be related to the efficiency of the building itself. However, once we
during the renovation. The second graph on the left
Asbestos
Post
and
beam
viewed the residence hall plan, it became clear that this difference was likely resulting from
Double-red
brick
Double-red
brick
shows the monthly electrical patterns for Coronado. The
Uninsulated wire lathe Stucco & Brick
another source. Coronado’s residence hall shows a suite style living situation for residents,
Cement plaster int.
Block & Sand int.
electrical use clearly spikes in the summer months, esGypsum board
Single pane windows
while Manzi - Mo has a community style living area. This is likely the difference. According
pecially in 2014. This is due to an increased occupancy,
Double pane windows
to Alex Blandeburgo, director of Residential facilities for U of A dormitories, when students
The general materials used in the construction
and bed night count of 593, compared to just 350 in
are left in private situations, they will utilize more water, than when in a community atmoof each dormitory are relatively similar, howManzi Mo. More occupants = more energy.
sphere. This correlated perfectly with our data, and thus water usage seems highly attributable
ever, Mr. Blandeburgo stated in our interview
According to my mentor and an interview with Alex
to the social habits of it’s residents. However, why is this not the case in 2014? The answer lies
that in Coronado’s renovation, sustainable
Blandeburgo, director of residential facilities at the U
in the subsequent renovations of Coronado, for added plumbing efficiency, leading to uniform
methods were used in each room, as well as
of A, Coronado’s heating and cooling systems were up- water use between dormitories. Lastly, Manzi - Mo’s windows are constructed facing an
some halls and study rooms such as Dual flush
graded to allow more frequent temperature fluctuations
East/West orientation, whereas Coronado’s windows face North/South. This North/South setup
toilets, occupancy sensors, T12 light bulbs, rewithin the building. The result has been an exploitation
allows for daily passive solar gain from one side of the building, while the other side is shieldcycled carpet material, green outlets, and rollof energy by comfort seeking college students, causing
ed. This results in frequent temperature flux’s due to comfort within the building.
ing shades.
the enormous refrigeration spike in 2014.
The first goal of this study was to understand how these dormitories differred from one another. This could be seen visibly through the monthly and square foot energy usages mentioned
earlier. In both significant years, (2010, and 2014) it was discovered that Coronado used much more refrigeration, electricity, and water than Manzanita Mohave. The two dormitories
were also found to differ on the sustainable materials and construction techniques implemented in each, as well as the relevant cost figures associated with them. The second goal of this
project was to identify why these differences appeared in energy use, cost efficiency, and building material. Many options were considered by my mentor and I. Each building is relatively
the same age, with renovations occuring in each in the past few decades. Coronado was just renovated, and fitted with sustainable materials and strucural techniques, however, most of its
energy costs still remain higher. This lead our research to the third goal identified in this study, which involved examining and questioning the social behavior of the dormitories residents.
Community style
Coronado’s refrigeration numbers saw a subtantial increase in energy use from 2010 - 2014. Even though the building went through a large renovation within those years. However, part
of the renovation, as identified by Mr. Blandeburgo and Mr. Lynn was to retrofit the two-pipe plumbing system, to allow residents more fluctuations in temperature. This has clearly led
students to abuse the freedom of temperature ranges leading to a spike in refrigeration. Moreover, the water data per bed seems to exhibit an opposite pattern, starting high in 2010, and
ending lower in 2014. My mentor and I subsequently looked to the construction methods for an answer, and found that Coronado is a suite style (private bathroom) design, and Manzi Mo
is a community style (public bathroom) design. Residents are clearly likely to use more water in a private setting than a public one, whiich was confirmed in an interview with Mr. Blandeburgo - Director of residential facilities. Though Coronado implemented some sustainable materials in its renovation, it is clear from the energy data and building design that the residents are overriding these implementations. This leads to the ultimate conclusion that a strucure can be build in sustainable ways, but to determine efficiency as a whole, is up to the residents of the building themselves. Although recent renovations exist in Coronado, Manzi - Mo is the more sustainable hall due to its energy and cost figures and the residents behavior.
The difference between Coronado’s water use in the
year 2010, and the year 2014 is likely due to the renovation that occured from 2011 - 2013. Manzi - Mo’s water
use stays relatively constant over this period, however,
over the last 5 years, Coronado used more water.

Materials

Conclusion
Suite style

